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Features

Streamlining research
HYPOTHESIS
FORMULATION
MATERIAL
PUBLISHING

get psychopy_ext

Objectoriented
DESIGN & CODING
exp: experiment templates, unit tests

ui: everything accessible via GUI

RESEARCH
WORKFLOW

Many experiments share a common structure. Why not start from a template (a class) that you
can reuse? Many useful routines are builtin: experiment loop, automatic testing, data and log
handling...

and the relevant psychopy_ext modules

MANUSCRIPT

DATA COLLECTION

ui: HTML reports (dev)

exp: integration with git and hg

DATA ANALYSIS
stats & plot: general
fmri: uni and multivariate fMRI analyses (beta)
models: stimulus control analyses

Goals:
 Automate as much of workflow as possible
 Improve project organization and reproducibility
Implemented as a Python package that wraps:
 PsychoPy
 pandas
 matplotlib / seaborn
 pymvpa2

Architecture

Simulations
Simple interface
A GUI is generated on the fly
based on your project. Run
and reproduce everything
with ease! Commandline
ninjas get their interface too.

Are there simple confounds in
your stimuli that could explain
your findings? psychopy_ext
has pixelwise, GaborJet, and
HMAX'99 models builtin for a
quick check.

Neat project
organization
All project materials have a
clear organization and
naming conventions. No more
mess.

pattern = PATHS['data'] + '%s.csv'
df = exp.get_behav_df(self, pattern=pattern)
agg = stats.aggregate(df,
values='rt',
subplots='session',
cols='cond',
rows='kind',
yerr='subjid')
plt = plot.Plot()
plt.plot(agg, kind='bean')
plt.show()

Simple descriptive
statistics
Compute accuracy across
participants and plot in
various formats with a couple
of lines only. Nice formatting
done for you by default.

The Experiment class
Pretty plots

Limitations

Future directions

 Presumably steeper learning curve because of object
oriented approach
 Not every experiment is possible in this framework
 fMRI analysis still in development

 Automatic analysis report generation
 Project management tool
 GUI for experiment creation and data analysis (similar to Excel's PivotChart)
 Bayesian statistics
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